
MCCAFFREY HEALTH CENTER
The team of holistic practitioners at McCaffrey Health Center follows a model 
of integrative health care that brings hope and healing by addressing the 
underlying stresses that cause chronic and degenerative health issues rather 
than simply treating the symptoms. To those looking to take back their life and 
restore their health, we have developed our proprietary McCaffrey Method 
of treatment to restore normal body function by combining a unique mix of 
cutting-edge analytical and diagnostic technologies, classic chiropractic 
techniques and other little-known but highly proven treatment methods that 
have restored long-lasting health and wellness to thousands of patients over 
the past 18 years.

WWW.MCCAFFREYHEALTH.COM
3330 Hedley Road, Suite C

Springfield, IL 62711
217-726-0151
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ABOUT 
DR. SEAN
Known as “the doctor’s doctor,” Dr. Sean McCaffrey is a leading 
authority on health and wellness and an advocate for changing 
people’s lives through common sense healthcare. As a digestive 
health specialist with a post-doctoral license in internal health, Dr. 
McCaffrey was among the first physicians in the US to be certified as 
an Internal Health Specialist.

Dr. McCaffrey helps his patients restore normal body function through 
an integrated system of healthcare that reclaims lives through 
mechanical alignment, emotional balance and proper nutrition/
digestion. His holistic approach to long-term, restorative health care 
comes as a result of having studied the best  modern  modalities, 
as well as  seeking out the most highly-guarded treatment secrets 
learned from old masters and perfected over the centuries.



THE MCCAFFREY 
METHOD
Dr. Sean’s model of integrative health care looks at where the body is 
spending its energy to maintain normal function. We do this by treating 
our patients with our proprietary McCaffrey Method of treatment, individ-
ualized to restore normal body function. The McCaffrey Method combines 
a unique mix of cutting-edge analytical and diagnostic technologies, 
classic chiropractic techniques and other little-known but highly proven 
treatment methods that have restored long-lasting health and wellness to 
thousands of patients over the past 18 years.

 

The McCaffrey Method is a multi-faceted treatment philosophy designed 
to uncover chronic stresses, treat the underlying cause and restore normal 
function.  The system is a combination of treatment therapies, including:

ACUPUNCTURE

CHIROPRACTIC CARE

DIGESTIVE & NUTRITIONAL 
HEALTH

EMOTIONAL THERAPY

FUNCTIONAL NEUROLOGY

GLOBAL TREATMENT STYLES

INTEGRATED URINALYSIS 
PANEL

MUSCLE MEMORY  
REINTEGRATION



SPECIAL REPORT: 
STATE OF WOMEN’S WELLNESS 2017

Dr. Sean McCaffrey is one of 10 top experts who was asked to provide insight  
and analysis regarding Everyday Health’s study on personal wellness for 

women.

THE BENEFITS OF A CELLULAR 
CLEANSE FOOT BATH

HOW TO MANAGE STRESS AND 
LIVE A BALANCED LIFE

INDIGENOUS MEDICINE FOR 
TODAY’S MODERN TIMES

What he said made a lot of sense. The others I went to just 
couldn’t seem to pinpoint the problem, but Dr. Sean has helped 

me a lot. Within a two week time period, 90% of that severe pain was 
just gone.  He alleviated the discomfort and eliminated the daily lower 
back pain I was experiencing. It’s been a big accomplishment. He 
changed my lifestyle, and now I am able to go about my day pain-
free.
—-Ron H.,  Patient healed of back pain

A friend of ours had 
great success with the 

McCaffrey Metabolic Weight 
Loss program, losing almost 
50 pounds…. We made an 
appointment, and the staff 
was amazing. Dr. Sean was 
great with her, explaining the 
program and how she could 
regain control of her health.”

—Angela K., Mother of a 
Weight Loss Patient

 I discovered Dr. Sean several years ago and I don’t know where 
I would be without him. I have learned SOOOO very much from 

him on how the body works, reacts, etc. His body of knowledge is so 
far beyond most doctors and takes into consideration the whole per-
son, not just the physical aspect. I recommend them to everyone!”
—Tracy, McCaffrey Patient

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
Odisti omniam reptati tecatur, te sequo omnienetur, cupta pe dolorunt, sus et quost,  

occuptate erchit, offic tecero comniaes quatusam harum fuga. 
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